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A
rtificial plasmonic molecules, con-
sisting of individual nanoparticles
that interact via their near-fields,

have recently gained tremendous interest.
Dimers,1�5 trimers,6 quadrumers,7,8 and
more complex arrangements, such as plas-
monic oligomers,9�11 show intriguing spec-
tral features such as Fano resonances.12�15

Just like electronic wave functions in
molecules mix and hybridize, forming new
collective modes, the near-field interac-
tion of particle plasmon resonances sup-
ported by metallic nanoparticles leads to
the emergence of new collective plasmonic
modes.1,16 In order to deduce the nature of
themodes in complex plasmonic oligomers,
symmetry considerations are as important
as group theory in molecular physics.6,17�21

A plasmonic heptamer, consisting of one
center particle surrounded by six ring parti-
cles, has D6h spatial symmetry, leading to a
bright superradiant and dark subradiant
collective mode without the need of sym-
metry breaking in the structure. The spectral
overlap and destructive interference of
these two modes leads to the formation of
an asymmetric Fano line shape in the scat-
tering spectrum of the heptamer. It was
recently shown that the formation of the
collective mode is mediated by near-field
coupling of the individual particles, render-
ing the shape of the Fano resonance cru-
cially dependent on the interparticle
distance.10 Further tunability on the Fano
resonance is gained by changing the dipole
moment of the ring mode with respect to
the dipole moment of the center particle,
hence changing the remaining dipole mo-
ment of the subradiant mode and conse-
quently the modulation depth of the res-
onance. A multitude of tuning parameters is
possible, for example number, material, and
size of particles. Additionally, structural tun-
ing, e.g., changing interparticle distances as

well as symmetry breaking by leaving out or
displacing certain particles, makes plasmonic
oligomers highly interesting for sensing,22�26

multiwavelength surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS),27 multiwavelength surface-
enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy
(SEIRA),28 futurephotonic circuits,29,30 or slow-
light applications.31

In this article, we go beyond simple plas-
monic heptamers. First, we investigate nu-
merically and experimentally the spectral
response of plasmonic oligomer structures
with an added second outer ring of parti-
cles. As a consequence, the resulting plas-
monic super molecules support additional
or modified bright and dark modes. Those
structures were theoretically proposed by
Bao et al., calculating the far-field extinction
spectra of the structures.32 We have fabri-
cated the structures and measured extinc-
tion spectra. We identify the second
occurring resonance as a second-order dark
mode with near-field distributions that in-
dicate antiphase oscillation of the two ring
modes and the center particle.
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ABSTRACT Plasmonic oligomer clusters are assemblies of closely packed metallic nanoparticles.

They provide a rich set of spectral features such as Fano lineshapes and a simultaneous tunability of

the supported resonances in the optical wavelength regime. In this study, we investigate

numerically and experimentally clusters of plasmonic nanoparticles that exhibit multiple Fano

resonances due to the interference of one broad superradiant mode and multiple narrow subradiant

modes. In particular we investigate oligomers with multiple ring modes and elongated chains of

nanoparticles surrounded by one ring of nanoparticles. We show that the number of nanoparticles

and their respective arrangement in the cluster strongly influence the spectral position and

modulation depth of the spectral signature of the supported modes. Our study opens up the pathway

to “plasmonic super molecules” that show unprecedented tunability, which renders them highly

suitable for applications such as multiwavelength surface-enhanced Raman scattering.

KEYWORDS: plasmon hybridization . coupling . Fano resonances . dark mode .
oligomer cluster
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Second, we analyze an elongated chain of nanopar-
ticles that is surrounded by a particle ring. In accor-
dance with the structural symmetry, higher-order Fano
resonances can be excited under normal incidence
with the polarization of the incident light set perpen-
dicular to the chain axis. The number of Fano reso-
nances depends on the number of center particles and,
therefore, on the length of the elongated particle
chain. Strikingly, by removing certain particles from
the ring, a tremendous tunability of the modulation
depth of the resonances is observed, both theoretically
as well as experimentally. Employing near-field calcu-
lations we identify the excited collective subradiant
modes for the different oligomer chains. The fact that
for polarization along the chain axis only a single Fano
resonance is present allows switching on and off
higher-order Fano resonances at will in these clusters.
In the quest for new plasmonic super molecules, we

believe that our study conveys a deeper insight into
the modes supported by these large nanoparticle
clusters and offers tuning possibilities of the multiple
Fano resonances.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 1 we investigate the influence of adding a
second outer particle ring to the heptamer configura-
tion. The scanning electron micrographs show the
heptamer and the two larger clusters belonging to
the same symmetry group D6h.

32 We have fabricated
the structure using electron beam lithography and
subsequent evaporation of gold on a glass substrate.
The interparticle distance is 20 nm, and the height of
the gold nanodisks is 80 nm. A good uniformity of the
fabricated clusters, arranged in a 100� 100μm2 square
lattice, is obtained, allowing for ensemble measure-
ments of transmittance in a Fourier-transform infrared
spectrometer.Wecompare themeasured1-transmittance
spectra (left column in Figure 1) to calculated extinction
spectra obtained with finite integration techniques
(right column in Figure 1, for further technical details
see Methods section).
The Fano dip in the heptamer spectrum (number of

particles N = 7) resulting from the interference of the
spectrally broad superradiant and the narrow subradi-
ant mode is clearly visible (blue curve). The formation
of the two collective modes is mediated via the
plasmonic near-fields, leading to in-phase oscillations
of all plasmonic nanoparticles (superradiant mode)
and out-of-phase oscillation of the center particle
and ring particles (subradiant mode). With increasing
number of particles in the clusters (N = 13 and N = 19)
the overall dipole moment of the superradiant mode
increases, resulting in an increased radiative damping
and thus a spectral broadening. In the experimental
spectra just one Fano dip is observable (indicated by
the black arrows), which gradually shifts to lower

energies for the larger clusters. This results in a spectral
detuning of superradiant and subradiant modes,
which is nicely confirmed by simulations.
In simulations, besides the fundamental Fano dip, a

second Fano resonance is present for the N = 13 and
N = 19 clusters (red arrows). A second blue-shifted
subradiant mode interferes with the broad superradi-
ant mode. The modulation depth of this resonance is
low, especially in the case of the N = 19 cluster, which
makes it impossible to observe it experimentally in our
system. Only a slight kink is visible in the experiments.
Using single-crystalline instead of thermally evapo-
rated gold would decrease the intrinsic damping in
the material and lead to a better modulation of the
Fano resonances.33 Furthermore, decreasing the inter-
particle distance causes increased near-field coupling
and hence more pronounced resonances.10 Recent
experiments show the realization of sub-10-nm gap
sizes employing new fabrication processes.34

In order to explain the appearance of higher-order
Fano resonances in the larger clusters, we plot the
near-field distributions at the spectral positions of the
Fano resonances in Figure 2. We use plane-wave
incidence with linear polarization as shown in Figure 1.
For the N = 13 and N = 19 clusters two ring modes are
supported. Similarly to the heptamer case the particle
plasmon mode of the center particle hybridizes with
the ring mode of the adjacent six nanoparticles, giving
rise to in-phase andout-of-phase collectivemodes. The
outer ring, formed by the added nanoparticles, sup-
ports a second ring mode. From the electric near-field
distribution at the Fano resonances we infer that
hybridization of the outer ring mode with the dark
mode of the heptamer configuration leads to a lower-
energy first-order and higher-energy second-order
dark mode. This corresponds to in-phase oscillation
(top row in Figure 2) and out-of-phase oscillation of the
two ring modes (bottom row in Figure 2). These two
dark modes are shifted to lower and higher energy,
respectively, due to attractive and repulsive near-field
interaction. Due to its large overall dipole moment, the
bright mode is spectrally very broad, hence overlap-
ping with both supported dark modes that cause the
two Fano dips.
By adding more particles to the outer ring (N = 19

versus N = 13 cluster) the first-order and second-order
Fano resonances shift to lower energies, since the
energy of the outer ring mode is lowered due to
attractive electric dipole interaction between adjacent
nanoparticles. Consequently, the hybridized first and
second dark modes are lowered in energy, which
results in a spectral red shift. Also, the line width of
the first-order Fano dip increases and the modulation
depth decreases for the larger cluster, which can again
be understood by inspecting the field distributions.
The net dipolemoment in theN = 13 cluster at the first-
order Fano resonance is lower than for the N = 19
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cluster, where the dipole moment of the in-phase
oscillating ring particles dominates the out-of-phase
dipole moment of the center particle.
On the high-energy side of the theory spectra we

observe even higher-order excitations. At these energies
quadrupolar-like charge distributions in the nanopar-
ticles become important. These modes can no longer
be easily understood in the dipolar model that we
employed so far.
We have seen that the addition of nanoparticles to a

heptamer leads to the formation of new collective
modes that modify its spectrum. Another possibility
to enlarge the clusters while keeping a high degree of
structural symmetry is to elongate the cluster along
one of its axes, or, to phrase it differently, surround a
chain of center particles with a ring of outer particles.
Therefore we add 3, 6, 9, and 12 nanoparticles to the
heptamer configuration, hence elongating the cluster
gradually in one direction. The structures are depicted
in Figure 3. We calculate the extinction spectra for
incident polarization along the two symmetry axes as
shown in Figure 3.
For incident polarization along the long axes of the

clusters (blue curves), no additional Fano dip arises with
increasing chain length. Surprisingly, the Fano reso-
nance shows onlyminor shifts in its spectral position by
elongating the cluster. Hybridization of the ring mode

and the center particle chain mode leads to the
formation of a superradiant mode where all particle
plasmons are in-phase and a subradiant mode where
the center particle plasmons are out-of-phase with
respect to the ring particle plasmons (see Figure 4).
Interference of these modes leads to the asymmetric
dip in the blue spectra. For the superradiant mode two
spectral changes are observed for larger clusters. First,
the width of the superradiant mode is significantly
broadened since the sum of the dipole moments of all
in-phase oscillating particle plasmons is increasing.
Second, the mode shifts to lower energies as the
attractive electric dipole forces increase with adding
particles to the cluster.
When the incident light is polarized along the short

axes of the clusters (green curves), higher-order Fano
resonances are observed. In Figure 3 we label them
with arrows and denote them as first (black arrows),
second (red arrows), and third (blue arrows) order. The
spectral position of the same-order Fano dips is shifted
to lower energies for increasing number of center
particles. Compared to the perpendicular polarization,
the superradiant mode is not significantly broadened
and no energy shift is observed, indicating that radia-
tion damping and coupling forces in the collective
bright mode are not largely altered for incident polar-
ization along the short axes of the plasmonic oligomer

Figure 1. Experimental 1-transmittance spectra (left panel) and simulated extinction spectra (right panel) of the clusters
(green and red curves) compared to the spectra of a heptamer (blue curves). By adding a second ring to the heptamer the
clusters support a second-order Fano resonance (red arrows) as well as the fundamental Fano resonance (black arrows). Only
the fundamental darkmode iswellmodulated in the experimental spectra. The labelingof the arrows in the simulated spectra
indicates the spectral position of the respective field plots in Figure 2.
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clusters. It is noteworthy that an additional Fano reso-
nance is observed only if the number of center particles
is uneven. In the case of the heptamer and the cluster
with two center particles, only one Fano dip is present,
whereas for the clusters with three center particles a
second Fano dip is formed, and for five center particles
even a third Fano dip is observed. The first- and
second-order dark modes are increasingly detuned
from the bright mode in larger clusters, which makes
the fundamental Fano dip barely visible in this case.
The difference in geometry of the clusters along

their two symmetry axes causes a pronounced anisot-
ropy in the spectral response. Depending on the
polarization direction, it is possible to switch Fano
resonances on and offwithin the spectrum of the same
plasmonic system.
In order to analyze the underlying physics of the

spectral features in the chain clusters, we extract the
vertical electric field component from near-field simu-
lations with the polarization of incident light set along
the short axes of the clusters. The dark mode near-field
distributions of the clusters with three, four, and five
center particles are plotted in Figure 5A, B, and C. To
comprehend the appearance of higher-order Fano
resonances, we have to consider the spatial symmetry
of the elongated oligomer cluster. With the incident

polarization set along the short axes of the clusters the
vertical field components and charge distributions
have to mimic the structural symmetry as well. There-
fore, by adding one center particle to the cluster
with three center particles in Figure 5A no additional
dark mode is supported by the structure. From a
symmetry viewpoint the two outer particles are iden-
tical and need to have identical charge distributions,
which similarly holds true for the two center particles.
Hence, only the two dark modes with the charge
distributions depicted in Figure 5B are observed. An
analogous symmetry argument holds for the two
center particle cluster, which supports only the funda-
mental dark mode.
In the case of the cluster with three center particles

at the spectral position of the Fano resonances
(Figure 5A) the three center particles oscillate out-of-
phase with respect to each other. The low-energy
fundamental dark mode is an in-phase oscillation of
this mode supported by the center particles with
the ring mode, whereas the ring mode oscillates out-
of-phase for the high-energy second dark mode.
The higher attractive forces in the case of the
in-phase oscillation of the ring mode and the mode
supported by the center particles (first dark mode)
lead to a lowering of energy when compared to the

Figure 2. Simulated electric near-field distributions (E-field component perpendicular to the substrate plane normalized to
the amplitude of the incident plane wave) of the fundamental dark modes (black boxes) and the second-order dark modes
(red boxes). The spectral positions are indicated by the arrows in Figure 1. For all cases the center particle oscillates out-of-
phase with the adjacent particles building up the inner ring. For the second-order dark mode also the outer ring oscillates
out-of-phasewith respect to the inner ring, which is not the case for the fundamentalmodewhere all ring particles oscillate
in-phase.
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out-of-phase oscillation in the case of the second dark
mode. The situation is similar for the cluster with four
center particles (Figure 5B). There, due to mirror sym-
metry, the two innermost center particles form a syn-
chronous pair that oscillates out-of-phase with respect
to the next left and right middle row particle. Again,
hybridization of this mode with the outer ring mode
results in the formation of a fundamental and a second-
order dark mode. The situation changes by adding a
fifth center particle. In Figure 5C, the field distributions
of the three dark modes are depicted. In the first- and
second-order mode the two left and two right middle
row particles pair and oscillate out-of-phase with re-
spect to the center particle. This mode hybridizes with
the outer ring mode and results in the two collective

dark modes shifted to lower and higher energy due to
attractive and repulsive near-field interaction. At the
spectral position of the third-order mode, the mode
supported by the center particles is an out-of-phase
oscillation of all particles with respect to each other. It is
remarkable that an antisymmetric oscillation in the
laterally aligned center particle chain can be excited
without breaking the symmetry and introducing any
retardation into the system.
In the electric near-field distributions we observe that

the contribution to the overall ring dipole moment is
dominated by the three left- and three rightmost ring
particles. The residual ring particles are only weakly
contributing to the formation of the collective dark
modes. Therefore, in the following we consider plas-
monic oligomers where we leave out the residual ring
particles. This strategy opens up the possibility to
increase themodulation depth and to shift the spectral
position of the narrow Fano resonances.
In Figure 6 we compare the spectra of the elongated

chain oligomers (green curves) with the oligomer
clusters where we remove the upper and lower ring
particles (red curves). The modulation depth of the
low-energy Fano resonance is very poor. It shifts to the
red upon increasing the number of center particles
and vanishes completely for the large cluster with
four central nanoparticles. Strikingly, the second Fano

Figure 3. Simulated extinction spectra of the elongated
oligomers for horizontal (blue curves) and vertical (green
curves) incident polarization. The spectra are shifted for
clarity by an offset. For vertical polarization, with increasing
number of particles the elongated oligomers support be-
sides the fundamental dark mode (black arrows) higher-
order dark modes (second- and third-order dark modes
indicated by red arrows and blue arrow, respectively).
Changing the polarization can switch on or off and tune the
spectral position of the narrow Fano resonances. The la-
beling of the arrows indicates the spectral position of the
respective field plots in Figure 5. For horizontal polarization
higher-order subradiant modes are not observed.

Figure 4. Simulated extinction spectrum of the elongated
oligomer with three center particles for horizontal incident
polarization. The black arrow indicates the spectral position
of the calculated near-field distribution at the Fano reso-
nance. The center particle plasmons are out-of-phase with
respect to the ring particle plasmons. Only the fundamental
dark mode is supported for horizontal polarization. Similar
field distributions are obtained at the Fano resonance for
the oligomers with two, four, and five center particles.
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resonance that first appears for the cluster with three
center particles is stronglymodulated compared to the
oligomer chain cluster. Good cancellation of the net
dipolemoment and spectral overlap of dark and bright
mode is achieved in this case. Furthermore the Fano
dip is shifted to higher energies by removing ring
particles compared to the Fano feature in the plasmo-
nic chain oligomer. This behavior is also observed
for the cluster with four center particles, though the
second-order Fano resonance is broadened compared
to the three center particle cluster.
In Figure 7weplot the simulated spectrum andnear-

field distributions of the cluster with three center
particles. The spectral positions of the first lower-
energy and second higher-energy dark modes are
indicated with a black and red arrow, respectively.
The excited modes are similar to the two dark modes
of the elongated chain cluster with all ring particles
(see Figure 5A), resulting from hybridization of the
ring particle mode with the center particles mode.

Energetically, the two modes are shifted to higher
energies by removing ring particles. This is due to less
attractive interaction via near-field coupling between
the plasmonic nanoparticles. The spectral feature of
the first-order dark mode is nearly absent in the
spectrum. The eight in-phase oscillating particles cre-
ate a dipole moment that is only very weakly reduced
by the out-of-phase oscillation of the center particle,
which makes the dipole moment comparable to the
dipole moment of the bright mode. Therefore, an
asymmetric dip in the spectrum is barely visible at this
energy. In the case of the unchanged chain oligomers
the additional particles in the ring further reduce the
dipole moment (cf. the field distribution of Figure 5A),
leading to the Fano dip in the green spectrum. Yet, a
very pronounced modulation of the second-order
Fano resonance is achieved by removing these upper
and lower ring particles. This is due to a very efficient
reduction of the net dipole moment in this particle
configuration at this energy. Comparing the electric

Figure 5. Simulated near-field distributions of the elongated oligomers for vertical polarization at the spectral positions
labeled in Figure 3. Oligomers with (A) three center particles and (B) four center particles supporting fundamental (1A and 1B)
and second-order (2A and 2B) subradiant modes. (C) Oligomer with five center particles exhibits three subradiant modes.
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near-fields of the second-order dark mode in Figure 7
with the field distribution in Figure 5A, we deduce that
the additional ring particles tend to increase the overall
dipole moment, which explains the lower modulation
depthof the Fanodip in thegreencurve compared to the
Fano dip in the red curve of Figure 6. Hence, leaving out

certain ring particles leads to a shift in energy of the Fano
resonances and a tremendous increase of the modula-
tion depth of the second-order Fano resonance. We also
would like to point out that by adding one particle to the
two-center particle cluster a narrow extinction dip at
800nmopensup in thepreviously broadextinctionpeak.

Figure 6. Simulated extinction spectra for elongated oligomers with removed ring particles compared to extinction spectra
of the chain oligomers. Leaving out certain ring particles leads to higher modulation depth of the Fano resonance in the
extinction spectra (red curves) than for the elongated oligomers (green curves). Also, the spectral position is shifted to shorter
wavelengths.

Figure 7. Electric near-field distribution of the oligomer with three center particles and missing ring particles. The spectral
positions are labeled in the extinction spectrum. The second-order subradiant mode is very pronounced since the overall
dipole moment of the in-phase and the overall dipole moment of the out-of-phase oscillating particles are matched.
Contrarily, the first-order darkmode is barely visible in the spectrum since the absolute dipolemoment of the outer particles
is overdominating the out-of-phase dipole moment of the center particle.
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We have fabricated a series of clusters and compare
them to the oligomer spectrum with the polarization
set along the short axes of the clusters. The experi-
mental results are shown in Figure 8. The fundamental
dark mode is observed only in the heptamer spectrum
(blue curve) due to dipole moment mismatch of in-
phase and out-of-phase oscillating nanoparticles and
energy detuning of bright and dark modes in the case
of the bigger clusters. Symmetry forbids the existence
of a second dark mode for the cluster with two center
particles. In the case of three center particles we
identify the Fano line shape as the second-order dark
mode since it is clearly shifted to higher energies, when
compared with the Fano resonance in the heptamer.
Adding a further center particle shifts the second dark
mode to lower energies and decreases the modulation
depth just as predicted by simulations (see Figure 6).
Due to the reduction of the net dipole moment of the
second dark mode in this cluster configuration, we can
now clearly observe experimentally the higher-order
Fano resonance in our oligomer clusters.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article we studied theoretically and experi-
mentally the appearance and properties of higher-
order Fano resonances in large oligomer clusters.
Calculating the near-field distribution allowed us to
observe the hybridization of a second ring mode with
the darkmode in a plasmonic heptamer, leading to the
occurrence of a higher-order Fano resonance. Further-
more, we investigated plasmonic structures where we
elongated the heptamers in one direction by adding
additional center particles. When the incident polar-
ization was set along the short axes of the clusters,
higher-order Fano resonances up to a third-order dark
modewere observed. In that case, due to the structural
symmetry, an additional dark mode was observed only
if the number of center particles is uneven. It is
noteworthy that by changing the incident polarization
by 90� only the fundamental dark mode could be
excited for all elongated plasmonic oligomers. This
can be used in future applications to turn on and off
spectrally narrow resonances. By leaving out certain
ring particles we could tune the second-order Fano
resonance in energy and likewise increase the mod-
ulation depth tremendously.
We demonstrated that such artificial plasmonic mol-

ecules provide high tuning possibilities on multiple
sharp spectral features. This makes them very suitable

for applications in plasmonic nanocircuits,35,36 high-Q
applications, such as nanolasers,37 or strong coupling
of quantum systems to nanocavities. With the electric
fields at the Fano resonances being strongly enhanced
in a deep subwavelength volume between the nano-
particles,38 plasmonic oligomer clusters have a high
potential to serve as platforms for multiwavelength
surface-enhanced Raman scattering,39 multiwave-
length plasmonic sensing,40 or higher-order harmonics
generation.41

We believe that our study gives further understand-
ing of complex plasmonic oligomer clusters and opens
up the way to new structures with tremendous im-
plications in material and life sciences.

METHODS
We use finite integration techniques to calculate the extinction

spectra and the near-field distributions at the respective spectral
positions (CST Microwave Studio, Darmstadt, Germany). The di-
electric function of gold was taken frommeasured data.42 In order

to account for the quartz substrate in the fabricated structure, the
structure is embedded in a homogeneous background material
with effective refractive index n = 1.25. Since only in-plane modes
are studied, the assumption of a homogeneous medium is
justified. For vertical modes the symmetry breaking due to the

Figure 8. Experimental 1-transmittance spectra of the
elongated oligomers with missing ring particles. Only the
first-order subradiant mode is existent in the heptamer
(blue curve) and the oligomer with two center particles
(green curve). Adding one or two more particle leads to the
formation of a second-order Fano resonance (red arrows in
the red and cyan spectrum). The fundamental dark modes
are not observable in the spectra due to dipole moment
mismatch.
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quartz�air interface would significantly alter the optical modes,
which is not the case for laterally polarized modes.
The structures are fabricated using electron-beam lithography

(Raith e_Line) in a positive resist (PMMA) process. After electron
exposure and development of the resist a 3 nm Cr adhesion layer
and a 80 nm gold layer are evaporated. Subsequent lift-off
removes the residual resist and metal. Each geometry is periodi-
cally arranged in a 100� 100 μm2

field. Exemplary structures are
shown in the scanning electron micrographs of Figure 1 and
Figure 8, taken with a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron micro-
scope. All ring particles have a diameter of 150 nm, and the center
particles have a diameter of 160 nm. The height of the structures is
80 nm. The slight conical shape due to the lift-off procedure is
taken into account in the simulations.
Extinction (1-transmittance) spectra are measured with a

Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 80,
tungsten lamp), equipped with an infrared microscope (Bruker
Hyperion). The incident lightwas focusedwith a 15�Cassegrain
objective with numerical aperture N = 0.4, and the transmitted
intensities are detected with a liquid N2-cooled MCT 77 K
detector and a Si diode. The incident polarization was set with
an infrared polarizer, and the measured spectra are normalized
with respect to the bare quartz substrate.
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